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TEST CRUISE: Scientists at work on the ice during the 2014 test cruise in preparation for N-ICE2015. Photo: Paul Dodd / Norwegian Polar Institute	
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Primary objective: 
To understand the effects of the new thin, first year, sea ice regime in the Arctic on 

energy flux, ice dynamics and the ice associated ecosystem, and local and global 
climate.  

Secondary objectives: 
•Understand how available ocean heat is mixed upwards towards the sea ice and to what extent 
it influences the sea ice energy budget. 
•Understand the fate of solar radiation incident on the first-year sea ice in the region and how 
its fate is affected by properties of the atmosphere, snow, ice, and ocean. 
•Quantification of the changing mass balance of Arctic sea ice and its snow cover. 
•Model the dynamics of the drifting ice. 
•Understand the ice associated ecosystem and model future changes.  
•Effects on local and global weather systems. 
 

 The project is made possible by a joint funding between Center for Ice, Climate and Ecosystems at the Norwegian Polar Institute, 
the Polar Institute and the Ministry of environment 
 
Method: RV Lance (http://www.npolar.no/en/about-us/lance/) will be frozen into the drift ice at approximately  N83.25 E30  in 
the beginning of January 2015 and passively drift with the ice probably in a southwesterly direction.  The N-ICE2015 is planned to 
last for 6 months until the end of June 2015. 
 
For further information please contact project leader Harald Steen ( steen@npolar.no )  

DRIFT PATH AND LANCE: The RV Lance will freeze into the 
ice north of Nordaustlandet, Svalbard, and passively drift 
with the ice, likely in a SW direction. Map: Norwegian Polar 
Institute, Lance picture: Peter Leopold.	
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Travel�to�Longyearbyen�
Each�participant�is�responsible�for�booking�their�own�flight�tickets�to�and�from�Longyearbyen.�
Suggested�travel�dates�are:����
�

� Latest�arrival�
date�
Longyearbyen�

Earliest�return��
from�
Longyearbyen�

Leg�1� 8th�January� 20th�February�
Leg�2� 11th�February� 28th�March�
Leg�3� 7th�April� 3rd�May�
Leg�4� 27the�April� 25th�May�
Leg�5� 18th�May� 10th�June�
Leg�6� 4th�June� 30th�June�

�
Flight�tickets�should�be�booked�as�soon�as�possible�since�flights�tend�to�fill�up�fast,�especially�
during�spring�and�summer.�

�
Accommodation�and�transport�in�Longyearbyen�will�be�arranged�by�NPI.�The�above�dates�are�
LATEST�arrival�and�EARLIEST�departure�and�they�include�safety�training�in�Longyearbyen.�Be�
prepared�for�some�days�in�Longyearbyen�due�to�weather�and�other�issues�that�may�keep�the�
helicopters�at�bay.�For�legs�4Ͳ6�we�plan�one�helicopter�flight�per�day�to�Lance�during�crew�change�
periods,�and�a�full�crew�change�will�thus�take�many�days.�Who�will�go�on�different�flights�will�be�
decided�by�the�cruise�leadership.�The�accommodation�in�Longyearbyen�is�basic�and�you�must�be�
prepared�to�share�room�with�other�participants.���

�
Personal�equipment�
For�legs�1,�2�and�3�you�can�bring�regular�luggage�within�the�allowances�of�the�airlines.�On�the�
helicopter�flight�between�Longyearbyen�and�the�ship�(legs�4Ͳ6)�you�will�only�be�allowed�a�small�

TEST CRUISE: Scientists at work on the ice during the 2014 test cruise in 
preparation for N-ICE2015. Photo: Paul Dodd / Norwegian Polar Institute	

In mid-January 2015, RV Lance will freeze into the ice north of Svalbard, Arctic Ocean at around 83.25°N 30°E, and 
passively drift with the ice as part of the Norwegian Young sea ICE cruise (N-ICE2015). Judging from historic sea ice drift 
trajectories, it is likely that RV Lance will drift in a SW direction and the ship will probably be freed from the ice in mid spring 
after about two to three months of drift. Thereafter, RV Lance will return to her starting position and start a new drift. Under 
all circumstances, the ice drift project will end in late June 2015. Throughout the cruise the focus will be on the interaction 
of the atmosphere-ice-ocean system and the response of the marine ecosystem to the thinner ice regime. The 
overall goal of the project team is to improve our understanding of the role of the younger ice pack in the Arctic on 
greenhouse gas fluxes and to ultimately assess whether the Arctic Ocean is a sink or source of greenhouse gases. 	
 	

We plan to conduct long-term synchronous observations of Arctic snow and sea ice biogeochemistry and physics and 
fluxes of carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and bromoform. This work targets at filling a crucial gap in our 
understanding of the role of Arctic sea ice in the climate system. This is done by conducting state of the art observations on 
Arctic sea ice in the polar night, when observations are basically non-existent. Further we are focusing on the new thinner 
ice regime, which is even less documented. We aim to understand how the thinner sea ice in the Arctic basin contributes (i) 
to important greenhouse gas exchange between the atmosphere and ocean and (ii) to aerosol formation, that 
contribute to the radiative balance of the planet. This work will increase direct collaboration between Japanese and 
European scientists in the Arctic, and combines complimentary expertise and experience from several international 
partners to carry out the interdisciplinary work proposed.	


